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Oasis - Setting Sun
Tom: D

   IMPORTANTE
Afine o seu instrumento para Drop D
Intro:

-cuidado para não acertar a corda E de cima, o som sai errado

--VERSE

           D2           Cm        A7sus4      D2     Cm
A7sus4
You're the devil in me I brought in from the cold
              D2                     Cm      A7sus4   D2
Cm   A7sus4
You said your body was young, buy your mind was very old,
       D2                    Cm      A7sus4
You're coming on strong and I like the way,
    D2                Cm    A7sus4
The visions we had are fading away,
       D2                 Cm   A7sus4
You're part of a life I've never had,
              D2                      Cm   A7sus4
You know I'll tell you man, it's just to bad,
     D2                        Cm    A7sus4
I'll tell you man, it's just to bad,
     D2                        Cm    A7sus4
I'll tell you man, it's just to bad,
     D2                        Cm    A7sus4
I'll tell you man, it's just to bad,

--CHORUS

    D2    Cm  ( A7sus4 )

       D                Cm   ( A7sus4 )
You're coming on strong
       D                 Cm   ( A7sus4 )

You're coming on strong
       D                 Cm   ( A7sus4 )
you're shining your gun,
       D                Cm    ( A7sus4 )
like a setting sun.

--VERSE (mesmos acordes)

You're the devil in me I brought in from the cold,
You said you're body was young buy your minds still very old,
You're comin' on strong and I like the way,
The visions we had are fading away,
You're part of a life I've never had,
You know I'll tell you man it's just to bad,
I'll tell you man it's just to bad,
I'll tell you man it's just to bad,
I'll tell you man it's just to bad

--CHORUS

Because you're coming on strong,
You're coming on strong,
You shinin' your gun
Like a setting sun

BECAUSE you're comin' on strong,
YEAH you're comin' on strong,
YEAH you're shinin' your gun,

--OUTRO  (acordes de VERSE )

Like a setting sun
Like a setting sun
Like a setting sun
Like a setting sun

Deixe soar o D no fim

Acordes


